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DYNAMIC SYSTEMS WITH MULTIPLICITY OF

STATIONARY STATE AND STRATEGY OF

HIGHLY STEADY CONTROL

Abstract

Control questions by nonlinear dynamic systems in a wide range of change of

variables are considered. Multiplicity of stationary positions of industrial targets

which settle down on working area of regime parameters is especially underlined.

Efficiency of application of a method of phase portraits to the control in real time

with use computer 3D drawings is shown.

The theory of linear systems as the methodological basis of the analysis and

synthesis of supervised processes has played the big role in development of this

area of a science. However, recently in connection with technical problems the

urgency was got by problems of nonlinear dynamics [1]. The problem of the control

nonlinear dynamic system in the big range of change of variables of a condition arises

in connection with industrial requirements [2,3]. This problem has got urgency in

connection with possibility of existence of plurality of stationary conditions for the

nonlinear differential equations.

Mathematical modeling of process catalytic cracking which is the basic process in

reception of high-quality aviation gasoline, has shown, that the nonlinear phenomena

in dynamics of such objects are connected with plurality of stationary decisions of the

modeling equations [4]. We will notice that synthesis of linear actuation devices can

be based on the theory of the linear differential equations, but synthesis of nonlinear

operating rules can be to be made only with use of the software for carrying out of

computing experiment on dynamic, mathematical models.

The analysis of nonlinear systems of the differential equations gives great value

of the mathematical theory of the qualitative analysis of the differential equations.

In this area has played the big role a method of display to Poincare - Bendikson’s

plane [5]. Representation of properties of dynamic system with use of features of

families of phase trajectories in infinite area with use of sections of Poincare [6] is

successful step to research works which are executed last decade. When we consider

this problem should notice, that if we have concerned a question of control with

productions should mean that fact that there is no necessity to analyze property

of dynamic system in infinite area of change of variables of a condition of models

of objects. The problem is necessary so because mathematical models of realistic

objects contain many empirical functions. Therefore there are no possibilities to put

forward opinion on qualitative properties of families of trajectories in infinite area.

These facts give reason for expediency of use of phase portraits of dynamic systems,

using Poincare’s sections. All it creates additional restrictions in application of

the qualitative analysis of space of conditions of dynamic system in infinite area.
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We will notice that consideration of a problem of the analysis in the limited area

considerably simplifies the analysis of properties of dynamic system with use of

features of families of trajectories. Localization of area of variables of a condition

creates favorable conditions for carrying out of physical interpretation of decisions

of the mathematical models represented by the differential equations.

These facts give reason for expediency of use of phase portraits of dynamic

systems instead of Poincare’s sections. On the other hand application of a method

of phase portraits instead of Poincare’s sections in infinite area demands special

algorithmic workings out.

Creation of flat phase portraits of the dynamic systems described with use of the

ordinary differential equations of the second order, is a problem which has found the

practical decision on the basis of methods of computer drawing [7]

Obviously, this statement can be stated only under the relation of those sys-

tems which are considered in enough localized areas and possess sufficient degree of

roughness.

When in space of phase trajectories there are phenomena conciseness or prolixity

of trajectories [8], or the phase portrait is arranged in such a manner that it contains

the streams directed from ”saddles in a saddle” [9] there is a necessity for workings

out of special algorithms.

In connection with concept ”3 D the phase portrait” should be noticed, that

this term is used in the scientific literature seldom. Occasionally he can be met in

scientific publications when it is a question of computer drawing [10].

From the point of view of creation of algorithms the construction problem 3D

phase portraits should not be considered as procedure of simple scanning of families

of decisions of the ordinary differential equations at the entry conditions set, for

example, in knots of some comprehensive three-dimensional grid. The phase space

of dynamic systems as numerous data of computing experiments on different models

show, is strongly non-uniform, as can be characterized by set of positions of bal-

ance. These equilibrium conditions - special points of phase space - usually concern

different topological types. Topological types are characterized by geometry of the

organization of streams of trajectories in vicinities of stationary points. Therefore, it

appears what to receive common decision for all systems is impossible by the present

day. However, we consider that reception ”3 D phase portraits” dynamic systems

in necessary quality do not represent a problem not the perspective.

A number of workings out of the methodical maintenance can be used as the

general strategy for the decision of these problems. It is possible to carry to these

workings out, for example, preliminary spent actions on search of stationary points

of space of conditions, analysis carrying out by definition of topological type of these

points and also construction of diagrammed bifurcation. We will notice that it is

necessary to carry creation of algorithms to number of such methodical workings out

by calculation of an indicator of conciseness or prolixity of streams of trajectories.
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Research 3D phase portraits of one class of dynamic systems

The wide class of processes of oil chemistry and oil refining processes carry out

in the systems which are called as ”reactor-regenerator” . The reactor serves perfor-

mance of chemical process, and the regenerator represents a reducer used (received

deactivation) the catalyst. These devices make uniform dynamic system as they are

interconnected on the thermal channel, and also on material streams.

The proceedings executed on mathematical modeling of such systems [11] show,

that these systems can be described by means of the ordinary differential equations.

These objects of the control have the general (specific) characteristics, also as they

make a uniform class of the technological objects created on sheathe to the scheme.

The processes proceeding in a reactor are accompanied by warmth allocation, and

the regenerator is a reducer, together with a warmth source, and this feature gives to

system dynamic the property known in the scientific literature as ”“S”the-shaped

diagrammed Van-Heerden [12] which is characterized by existence of three stationary

points in phase space. On fig. 1 the typical kind of this diagrammed is resulted.

first stationary solution

second stationary solution

third stationary solution

Fig. 1. The diagrammed Van Heerden, representing thermal balance of

systems ”Reactors-regenerators” .

On this schedule thermal emission process is characterized by a continuous curve,

and warmth return is shown by a dotted line. Apparently, the relative positioning

of these schedules defines number of points of crossing of curves. We will notice that

the schedule contains management parameters, therefore these parameters define

number of stationary points, and also the topological type is defined.

Thus, systems of the differential equations and a making class of dynamic systems

which possess specific properties can be presented in a following kind [14]:

dx1
dt

= 0.6 (x3 − x1)− 2.1w;
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dx2
dt

= 0.11w + 0.16u1 − (0.23 + u1u2)x1 − 0.37; (1)

dx3
dt

= 10u1 (x1 − x3) + 100u21 (th (2.4x2 − 2.4) + 2) ; w = x1 exp

(
−0.3

1− x2
x2

)
;

In these equations of designation x1, x2, x3 are condition variables (unknown func-

tions of time) which from the physical point of view represent temperature, degree

reactivated the catalyst and degree clearition the catalyst from the hydrocarbons

subjected to clarification.

a b

c
d

e

Fig. 2. The phase portraits characteristing 5 topological qualities of

decisions of system (1).

Parametres u1, u2 are parametres of the control which mean speed of circulation

of the catalyst in system, and speed of the entered air necessary for process of burning
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of coke from a surface of the catalyst. Depending on values of these parameters in

the field of G variables of a condition which is defined by production schedules,

the system can have one, two or three conditions of balance. These equilibrium

conditions correspond to conditions:

dx1
dt

=
dx2
dt

=
dx3
dt

= 0.

Let’s designate these special points of phase space in the form of x∗j1, x
∗
j2, x

∗
j3; j =

1, 3 (fig. 2a). One of these special points, (x∗j2) lays on the separate surface dividing

areas of an attraction of stationary points (x∗j1, x
∗
j3). On rice 2 (a-e) families of

trajectories which reflect the different topological qualities caused in connection with

with change of parameters (u1, u2) are shown. Revealing of this difficult property

of phase space gives the chance to predict with mathematical accuracy not ordinary

dynamic behavior, and explain the reasons of fast relaxations in dynamics. From

this point of view the great value has reception of diagrammed bifurcation [13] which

in essence represents static characteristics. On fig. 3 the diagrammed bifurcation

systems (1) is resulted. The problem of synthesis of function of the control, using

phase portraits, causes a problem of definition of areas of change of parameters

of the control in which limits the system does not change topological quality. It

is necessary to allocate subsets Ui ⊂ U = (u1, u2) ∈ R2; i = 1, I such, that any

points taken from them, generate in G the decisions, answering identical topology.

Thus, the problem of synthesis of function of management causes of the account

of qualitative and quantitative dependence of phase portraits from management

parameters. It is necessary to construct convex subsets of parameters of the control

in which limits the qualitative invariance of phase portraits is provided.

Obviously, divisibility on final number convex subsets can not be satisfied for

any operated system. This exception is peculiar only to a narrow circle of dynamic

systems. In an example considered by us these splittings can be executed with

introduction of function ψ(u) = u1u2. This introduction allows to receive splittings

of general set U = {ukmin ≤ uk ≤ ukmax; k = 1, 2} into five local subsets.:

bℓ < ψ(u) < bℓ+1; ℓ = 1, 5 (2)

The phase portraits shown fig. 2 (a-e), correspond to various character of be-

havior of dynamic system (1):

The system has no in phase space of positions of balance (2d);

b) Unique position of balance is located in the field of small values of co-ordinate

x1, (2c);

c) in considered area the system has three positions of the balance, two of which

is ”steady knot” , (2a);

d) Unique position of balance is located in the field of great values of co-ordinate

x1, (2b);

e) In the field of G is available two positions of the balance, one of which is

steady knot x∗
1, another - a point of balance of type ”saddle” x∗

2 which lays on the

separate surface dividing streams, leaving in infinity, (2e).
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It is necessary to notice, that used concepts ”tendency of trajectories to co-

ordinate axes” , or ”leaving of trajectories in infinity” in the given context should

serve only to treatment of local characteristics of investigated phase portraits, also

as well as mathematical models, in overwhelming majority of practical examples,

can apply for adequacy of reproduction only in the limited areas of research.

Fig. 3. The diagrammed systems (1) on parameter u1.

Approximation of borders of areas of the attraction of stationary

points in the expanded space of phase variables and control parameters

The mathematical description in polar system of co-ordinates of borders of the

closed surfaces which are limiting sets of areas of an attraction of stationary points

(on fig. 2a is designated by symbol S), differs convenience. This approximation

which has for an object the decision of a problem of the operative control, it is

necessary to carry out in expanded space E = R3 × R2 of phase variables and

control parameters. Fixation of closed surfaces S, and also management vectors (u)

as components of one complex promotes the computer decision of a task in view.

Let’s enter system of polar co-ordinates with the beginning coinciding with one

of stationary points of system (1):

x1 = x∗j1 + ρ sin θ cosφ;

x2 = x∗j2 + ρ sin θ sinφ; (3)

x3 = x∗j3 + ρ cos θ; j = 1, or 2,

where x∗ji; i = 1, 3 co-ordinates in the Cartesian system of some stationary point;

θ, φ, ρ spherical relative co-ordinates of any point of space; x1, x2, x3 the phase co-

ordinates corresponding to system (1).

Having given discrete values to co-ordinates θ, φ, by a rule shown more low,

θ = {0, h1, ...,m · h1, ..., 2π} , h1 =
2π

M
;
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φ = {0, h2, ..., n · h2, ..., 2π} , h2 =
2π

N
.

It is possible to construct a grid (a template in polar system of co-ordinates). On

the basis of this template it is possible to spend approximation on two remained

variables x∗ji, ρ which are available in (3). Considering, that these variables depend

on management vectors it is possible to write out following expressions:

x1(u,m, n) = x∗j1(u) + ρj(u,m, n) sin(h1m) cos(h2n);

x2(u,m, n) = x∗j2(u) + ρj(u,m, n) sin(h1m) sin(h2n);

x3(u,m, n) = x∗j3(u) + ρj(u,m, n) cos(h1m);

j = 1, 2; m = 1,M ; n = 1, N.

(4)

Where numbers M,N express quantities of discrete splittings concerning variables

θ, φ.

In the received formula (4) functions x∗ji(u) express approximations ”in parts”

diagrammers bifurcation. It is known, that these diagrams’s turn out on the basis of

stationary decisions of dynamic systems. Entering discrete replacement of vectors

of management

ui 7−→
{
uimin + ki · δi; δi =

uimax − uimin

Ki
; ki = 0, 1, ...,Ki − 1; i = 1, 2

}
; (5)

It is possible to receive K = K1 ×K2 number of fixed vectors
{
uk; k = 1,K

}
. This

final set of vectors corresponds to some set of phase portraits.

Vector functions ρ(u,m, n) which are available in (4), turn out as a result of carrying

out of computing experiment on model of dynamic system (1).

It is necessary to consider, that definition ρ(u,m, n) it is necessary to make for

K numbers of vectors of the control, i.e. ρk; k = 1,K; dimρk = n×m.

Transformation of continuous set (θ, φ) ∈ R2 to a grid on a template (4) which

represents a matrix of the size n×m, demands working out of special algorithms.

Suboptimum strategy of transfer of system Z of area of the attraction

of one stationary point in area of the attraction of other point

In spite of the fact that existence of two stationary points is feature of the

considered example, but it is possible to believe, that probability of existence of

such properties on other operated objects the big. The optimum choice of this or

that stationary condition in control practice by industrial systems is necessary in the

competence of the operator of the technologist. We see from phase portraits, that

for reception of the technological mode characterized by a heat it is possible not to

use additional input in fuel system. There is enough application of the operating

influences translating system in area of an attraction of stationary point x∗
3.

Thus, arise a problem of creation of operated moving in phase space. This process

which should be created as realization of system with participation of the person, it is
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possible to create in iterations. Effectively to project a control vector on each step of

iterative process of advancement to the planned site of border of area of an attraction.

We will designate a vector of current management as u(xs,x
⊗);s = 1,2,..., and we

will demand, that the difference of corners between vectors of speed and a projected

direction was reduced to a minimum.:

3∑
i=1

(
fi(xs,u)

|f(xs,u)|
−

(xsi − x⊗i )

|xs − x⊗|

)2

→ min, (6)

where
fi(xs,u)

|f(xs,u)|
; i = 1, 3 are directions of a vector of speed after application of

supervising influence u. The operator - the person responsible for an optimality

(not in exact sense of this concept) the chosen direction of advancement, can be

guided by various principles, for example; can start with a principle of the quickest

achievement of the planned site of border. This strategy - it is only subjective the

optimum possesses that advantage, that process appears steady.

Other strategy, more well-founded from the point of view of validity of a choice

of a condition can consider the comparative analysis of phase portraits. It has been

above shown, that there is a set of variants of phase portraits which contains phase

portraits with highly temperature positions of stable equilibrium. It opens a way to

application of a method of search.

Let’s assume, the operator - the technologist has defined some range of radius

R in phase space. Any point of stable equilibrium entering into this range can be

accepted as a variant applying for optimality. Further, by the set criterion it is

possible to estimate quality of a choice. As to an optimality of the chosen decision

we will note, in this question are lawful a number of criteria.

Taking into consideration existence of set of phase portraits, and also being

guided by technological logic, it is possible to list following criteria:

Estimation of efficiency of supervising influences as stationary positions of bal-

ance;

b) Introduction of priorities on topological types of conditions of balance (from

above-downwards); - ”knot”, ”focus”, ”the closed trajectory” ;

c) Distance of position of balance from the range center;

d) Volume of the space filling area of an attraction of set stationary position of

balance.

Thus, the offered method of phase portraits for the control of a condition of

dynamic systems can begin rather perspective direction problems of nonlinear dy-

namics. Working out of corresponding algorithms is necessary for realization of these

possibilities. These algorithms can are successfully created on the basis of offered

principles of construction 3D phase portraits and approximation on the basis of the

offered scheme of construction of the net decision.
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